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1. Introduction

Information is an asset that we take for granted.  It is also a tool, one that is of growing
importance in today's society.  There are real concerns about how information is used when it
is about people.  This is particularly the case when those "personal data" address matters that
we all consider to be very personal to us, matters such as our political and religious beliefs, our
race, our health, and our sexuality.  This kind of information can give the "data user" power
over the "data subject", and experience has shown that this power can be abused.  There is a
consensus in our society that the use of personal data and related issues including the storage
and security of such data, must therefore be controlled.

There is also a consensus that these concerns must be balanced by taking into account the
legitimate need of the many commercial and non-commercial organisations to process personal
data.  To take some obvious examples:

• employers need to keep personal information about employees in order to pay wages,
make social security contributions and fulfil their other legal and social obligations as
employers.

• retailers need to be able to target advertising at the people who are likely to be
interested in their products.  Having access to personal information saves time and
money and leads to more competitively priced products for consumers.

• hospitals and other health care providers must keep information about their patients
including full medical records and any other factors that may have a bearing on
patients' mental and physical well being.  This is an essential requirement in delivering
high quality health care.

• financial and credit organisations need personal data to minimise the risk of fraud and
bad debts.
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• small traders including local shops and newsagents need personal data for ordering,
making deliveries as well as accountancy purposes.

• many professional people such as doctors, lawyers and accountants will often need
personal data in order to give their clients the correct advice.

Balancing the different interests of data subjects and data users is not easy: if regulation is too
little, then opportunities for abuse will arise and be taken advantage of by unscrupulous
operators.  If on the other hand, regulation goes too far, you end up by interfering unnecessarily
with the legitimate business concerns of data users.

1.1 Getting the balance right

The Data Protection Directive ("the Directive")1 aims to provide a working balance
between the needs of data subjects and those of data users by facilitating and
encouraging the free movement of personal data while at the same time strictly
protecting the privacy of the individual.  A copy of the Directive is included in Annex 1
to this handbook.  As can be seen, the Directive achieves this dual objective by laying
down a framework for data protection law which will apply throughout the European
Union.

In European terms, the Directive is an essential element in the establishment of a single
European market where the principle of "free movement" requires that personal data
should be able to move freely between the Member States and also, that the
fundamental rights of individuals should be safeguarded.  In the past, the different
levels of protection afforded to individuals in Member States meant that this was not
always the case.

                                               

1Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection
of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and the free movement of such data.
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With the Directive now in place and due to be implemented into the national law of the
Member States by 24 October 1998, the regulatory obstacles to the free movement of
personal data will be greatly reduced.  It should be noted however that in keeping with
the principle of "subsidiarity", the Directive leaves Member States a margin of choice
in their implementation of some aspects of the Directive, allowing them to tailor their
implementation to the existing situation in their Member State.  This fact may lead to
some disparities in the implementation of the Directive in some Member States which
could have an effect on the movement of data within a Member State as well as within
the European Union.
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1.2 Advantages of a comprehensive data protection strategy

Some data users may be tempted to see all data protection law, including the Directive,
as a nuisance, acting as a restraint on their use of personal data and imposing
unnecessary burdens.  However, many of the organisations that were consulted in the
course of compilation of this handbook were quick to point to the advantages that the
new Directive will have when implemented.  These include:

• harmonisation of data protection law throughout the EU.  The implementation
of the Directive will result in the harmonisation of Member State law greatly
facilitating the free movement of data within the EU and putting an end to
distortions of competition arising from the current differences in law between
Member States.  This means that Member States will no longer be able to
restrict or prohibit the freedom of movement of personal data by arguing, for
example, that another Member State does not provide an adequate level of
protection2.

• promotion of good practices in managing data.  The introduction of the
Directive will encourage all data users to review all stages of their
management of personal data.  In this regard, many of the provisions of the
Directive merely advocate good practice.  For example:

- the fact that manual files are included will encourage data users to get
to grips with and rationalise their manual files and consider how these
files should be dealt with in the future - should they, for example, be
transferred to an electronic medium?  Rationalising the information
kept on manual files will be as much to the benefit of the data user as
that of the data subject;

                                               

2Note however the point made in Section 1.1 that the Directive leaves Member States a margin of
discretion in the implementation of some aspects of the Directive, and that this could lead to
differences in the implementation of the Directive in some Member States.
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- the security provisions of the Directive should not be an issue as they
merely reflect good practice and what many responsible data users
have already being doing.  It is in the interest of every data user to
implement, maintain and monitor adequate levels of security.

• many of the obligations imposed on data users are subject to a large number of
exceptions, alternatives and possible derogations.  For example:

- exceptions to the general prohibition against the processing of special
categories of data (Article 8);

- under Articles 10 and 11, the fact that the data subject need not be
informed where he already has the information or under Article 11,
where providing the information involves "a disproportionate effort"
(though these exceptions should be strictly interpreted);

- possibility of exemption from or simplification of notification
requirements where, inter alia, the processing is unlikely to adversely
affect the rights and freedoms of data subjects (Article 18);

- derogations to the general prohibition on transfers of personal data to
third countries which do not ensure adequate levels of protection
(Article 26).

• good customer relations.  There is a growing concern among the general public
relating to the amount of personal data that is stored on computer networks.
Customers are entitled to expect that those handling information about them do
so properly and responsibly.  Customers will be reassured to know that the
organisations with which they are doing business comply with data protection
law including the data protection principles (Article 6).  Many reputable data
users already take great pains to let their customers know their data protection
policy.  They have found that this is an important element in building up their
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organisation's reputation with a view to establishing long term customer
relationships.   Data users that have not taken this approach to date may
consider making a virtue of necessity!

• Member States.  For Member States, the introduction of the Directive is an
opportunity to review and possibly simplify existing laws on data protection
and to bring national law in line with technological change.

• data subjects.  Finally, we are all data subjects and as such, we all have an
interest in ensuring that the information which is stored about us and the
manner in which that information is used, is subject to strict controls.  From the
data subject's perspective, the Directive will introduce more transparency into
the flows of personal data, including the right to be informed in circumstances
covered by Article 11.  Data users should take comfort from the fact that there
is no indication that the introduction of the Directive will lead to a marked
increase in subject access requests.
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2. An Overview of the Directive

The purpose of the Directive is stated in Article 1 to be the protection of the fundamental rights
and freedoms of individuals and to ensure the free flow of personal data between Member
States.  Member States are exhorted not to restrict the free flow of information for reasons to
do with lack of harmonisation and therefore the application of the Directive in all Member
States will create a common set of ground rules for the free movement of data throughout the
European Union.  External data havens might undermine this stated aim, and so the Directive
contains rules on the export of data to third countries.

To the extent that the public sector is subject to EU law, then the same regime applies to the
public sector as well as to the private sector.

This lack of distinction is a common theme in the Directive so, for instance, no distinction has
been drawn between the format of data or the technology on which it is stored or transmitted.

Manual data are included if structured and accessible regardless of the fact that their storage
may be geographically dispersed.

Processing is very widely defined so that all data are caught from collection to destruction.

A fundamental change for certain Member States is the concept that processing must now be
based on a criterion of legitimacy as set out in Article 7 of the Directive.  There is no longer an
automatic right to process.

There are very few exceptions to the application of the Directive and such exceptions as there
are are limited to processing carried out by a natural person in the course of a purely personal
or household activity.  The only other two areas of exemption are those matters which fall
outside the purview of the European Union and processing of personal data carried out solely
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for journalistic purposes or the purpose of artistic or literary expression but only to the extent
that these exemptions are necessary to reconcile the right to privacy with the rules governing
freedom of expression.

The mirror image of the requirement to process legitimately is the data subject's right to object
to processing in some cases subject to conditions but in others, particularly for direct
marketing, unconditionally.

The Directive contains very familiar statements on data quality which are derived from the
traditional lists set out in the OECD guidelines and in the European Convention on Data
Protection.

The Directive contains a prohibition on the processing of special categories of data relating to
such issues as racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade
union membership and the processing of data concerning health or sex life.  However, this
prohibition is subject to certain exceptions so long as the interests of the individual are
protected.

The Directive draws a distinction between the circumstances where the data are and are not
collected directly from the data subject.  Article 10 and Article 11 respectively, contain
prescribed lists of information which have to be given to the data subject in these two
circumstances.

As might be expected, data subjects have rights of access to the data and a right to make their
case known where an automated individual decision has been taken which is unfavourable to
them.

The Directive provides for either notification or the publicising of processing operations where
notification is not required.  The Directive requires the establishment of a supervisory authority
which has the power to carry out prior checking in respect of processing operations likely to
present specific risks to the rights and freedoms of data subjects.
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Member States are required to provide judicial remedies to support data subjects' rights with
suitable sanctions and regimes of liability imposed on controllers and processors.

The Directive draws a distinction in respect of transfers to third countries between those third
countries which have an adequate level of protection and those that do not.

Member States and the Commission are required to encourage the drawing up of codes of
conduct for specific sectors.

Member States must establish public authorities to be the supervisory bodies for the
administration of the Directive within the territory of each Member State but in addition a
working party is to be established which will include a representative of the Commission.  The
working party is given responsibility to ensure harmonisation of application of the Directive
and to give opinions on the level of protection in third countries.

The Directive prescribes the date by which Member States must implement it, and the period
within which processing already under way when the implementing legislation comes into
force must be brought into compliance.  Each Member State must then apply its own national
law to the processing of controllers established in its territory, or if not established in its
territory, to processing elsewhere where its national law applies or where the processing uses
equipment in its territory (other than merely for transmission of data).
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3. Cost Effective Compliance

The purpose of this handbook is to promote cost effective compliance with the Directive, i.e.,
to encourage organisations to fully comply with the requirements of the Directive, but in ways
that involve as little additional cost as possible.

The aim of this section of the handbook in particular is to highlight cost effective and practical
means whereby Controllers and others involved in data processing can achieve compliance
with the requirements of the Directive.  Thus, the section reviews the Directive article by
article, in each case setting out what the article requires in operational terms, as well as
suggesting cost effective solutions for compliance with these requirements.

The solutions that we highlight are "cost effective" insofar as they advocate a common sense
approach to data protection that sees it as an integrated part of a good information management
policy, something that carries significant direct benefits in terms of more efficient business
administration, as well as indirect benefits such as better customer relations.

To make the section of more practical application, the section also includes examples of the
types of notices and contractual clauses which are likely to be required by the Directive - it
goes without saying that these examples are for illustrative purposes only and should not be
relied on as satisfying the requirements of the Directive, and in particular the implementing
laws in the Member States, many of which, at the time of writing, have not as yet been
published.

Some general pointers towards cost effective compliance

It is useful to underline some general pointers towards cost effective compliance before
entering into a more detailed discussion of the Directive, and the requirements that it
introduces:
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• the deadline.  Controllers and others involved in data protection should keep in mind
that most of the Directive has to be implemented in the Member States' domestic laws
by 24 October 1998.  Controllers are well advised to get to grips with the framework
introduced by the Directive before this date, and take a view as to how it will impact
the management of information within their organisation.

• the data protection audit.  To see how the Directive will impact their organisation,
Controllers should consider "auditing" their management of information, and in
particular, all their data processing operations, including those that are carried out by
third parties, well before the October deadline.  To assist in this task, a model for a
"data protection audit" which can be adapted to the needs of different types and sizes
of organisation, is attached as Annex 2 to this handbook.

• implementing change.  Following an audit some organisations may well conclude that
they already comply with many of the requirements of the Directive, either because
these requirements reflect existing national law, or because the organisation itself
unilaterally decided to meet these requirements in the past (it may have taken the view
that they represent good practice - the security provisions of the Directive are a good
example of this latter point).

Where changes are necessary, Controllers should consider how they can be
implemented cost effectively, i.e., in ways that entail minimal additional cost, and bring
maximum benefits in terms for example, of improved information management and
customer relations; this section of the handbook provides guidance in this respect.
What should be underlined is that although almost all organisations will need to make
some changes to comply with the Directive, the cost of many of these changes can with
foresight be minimised, for example, by being planned for in advance and integrated
into on-going reviews and updates of the affected areas of an organisation's business
(internal handbooks, contracts with employees and third parties etc. are all matters that
for many other reasons are subject to frequent revision).

There are aspects of the Directive that may require specialist professional advice which
can of course be costly - for example, organisations may want specialist legal advice on
the changes that may have to be made to data protection notices to bring them into line
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with Articles 10 and 11, as well as other changes that will have to be made in contracts
with third parties, such as Processors.

Even in these cases there are cost effective solutions.  For example, Controllers should
take advantage of the advice and guidance which will be available externally and often
free of charge from bodies such as the Supervisory Authority (see Annex 3), the
relevant department of government, local chambers of industry or commerce, or
sectoral trade bodies.  Controllers can also access the European Commission's website
at www.echo.lu.  Where what is freely on offer is not sufficient, Controllers may
consider joining forces with Controllers in other organisations that have similar
concerns to share the cost of any professional advice that may be required.

• raising staff awareness.  It is not enough that the Controller is informed: it is
important that all employees and other staff including external consultants with access
to personal data understand their responsibilities with regard to the security and general
management of that data.

3.1 Definitions - Article 2

3.1.1 Scope

Article 2 sets out the definitions of key terms used in the Directive.

3.1.2 Operational requirements

Though the definitions in themselves do not impose obligations on data users,
they may result in broadening the scope of current data protection law in some
Member States.  In particular:
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• “Processing of personal data”.  The definition of processing in the
Directive, which is stated to be non-exhaustive, is broader than that in
current legislation in some Member States;

• “Personal data filing system”. Again, the effect of this definition may
be to broaden the scope of data protection law in some Member States
as it extends, with some limitations, to manual records;

• “Controller”. The role of "Controller" is central to the system
established by the Directive.  The introduction of the role of Controller
into organisations may involve the rethinking, and in some cases the
restructuring, of existing roles and relationships between the various
people involved in data protection; and

• "Processor".  Because of the very wide definition of processing in the
Directive, the concept of "Processor" will include those that collect
data (including manual data) such as market research organisations
which will find themselves, for the first time in some Member States,
falling within the scope of data protection law.

Data users must pay particular attention to how the definitions are
implemented into the national law of the different Member States.  This
implementation will most probably reflect arrangements under existing national
law.   In particular, data users should be aware of the responsibilities assigned
to the different roles introduced by the Directive.

3.1.3 Compliance

The question of who is a controller may not always be obvious.  Take the
example of organisations where goods or services are sold through
intermediaries, agents or independent contractors.  Many financial services
organisations sell their financial products through such third parties.  Also the
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mail order industry is traditionally centred around local agents.  In such
industries it is often the third party intermediary or agent that collects the
information from the customer and keeps a record of each customer's details.
The question arises as to whether the intermediary or agent is a Processor or a
Controller.  Very often the contract between the organisation and the
intermediary or agent will set out who owns the very valuable customer
information and what is to happen to it on termination of the contract.  The
parties will have to balance the benefits of ownership of valuable data against
the costs of shouldering the burdens of complying with the Directive as a
Controller, especially if the Controller is assuming this role for the first time
because the Directive may have introduced a change of emphasis in the roles
of the parties.  However, the costs will often be viewed as slight when
compared with the value which can be gained from exploiting the data.

It is recommended that organisations should review who is a Controller, a
Processor, a third party or a recipient under the Directive.

3.2 Scope of application - Article 3

3.2.1 Scope

Article 3.1 defines the scope of the Directive stating that it applies to "... the
processing of personal data, within the scope of Community Law, wholly or
partly by automatic means and to the processing otherwise than by automatic
means of personal data which form part of a filing system or are intended to
form part of a filing system; a personal data filing system being any structured
set of personal data which are accessible according to specific criteria, whether
centralised, decentralised or dispersed on a functional or geographical basis."

At first glance, organisations are probably likely to find this statement of the
scope of the Directive somewhat forbidding.  However, note that Article 3.2 of
the Directive makes two forms of processing of personal data not subject to its
provisions:
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• processing by an individual purely for a personal or household activity;
and

• processing operations concerning national security and defence and the
administration of criminal justice, and to other activities falling outside
the scope of Community law.

3.2.2 Operational requirements

The scope of the Directive (subject to Article 3.2), extends to all automatic
processing (which itself is a concept widely defined in Article 2), of
information relating to an identifiable individual.  It will also apply to personal
data held on a manual file together with personal data only partly processed by
automatic means, where such data are structured in a way that they are
"accessible according to specific criteria".

3.2.3 Compliance

To comply with this provision, Controllers must:

• identify and analyse the data processing performed by or on behalf of
the organisation.  This could include, for example, data on:

- clients;

- suppliers;

- employees.
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Much of this data will not be personal (for example, company
information), however there may be personal data included with it (for
example, personal information regarding contacts within a client
company).  On the other hand, some of the data, such as parts of
employee files, will clearly contain personal information;

• identify data held on manual files which can be seen as forming part of
a “filing system”;

• identify data which does not form part of a "filing system" and is not
intended to form part of a filing system;

• with reference to Article 3.2, identify any activities involving the
processing of personal data which fall outside the scope of Community
law.  The Directive will not apply to any such processing though
national law may well apply to such processing;

• extend subject access systems to manual files falling within the
Directive;

• consider necessary steps to comply with the provisions of Article 6
(Data Quality), Article 7 (Legitimacy of Processing), Article 8 (Special
Categories of Data).  Under the Directive, Member States are given
the option of introducing these provisions into national law over a 12-
year transitional period.  Many Member States are unlikely to make
use of this arrangement.   It should be remembered that derogation
from the application of these Articles only applies to manual files that
are in existence on the date of implementation of the Directive into
national law.  All data collected and put in filing systems after that date
should comply in full with the provisions of the Directive.  Controllers
who have manual data in existence at the date of implementation of the
Directive into national law must provide data subjects with the right to
obtain access, rectification, erasure or blocking of the data which are
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incomplete, inaccurate or stored in a way incompatible with the
legitimate purposes pursued by the Controller immediately.

The main impact of this Article will be to bring the manual processing of
personal data within the scope of the law in many Member States for the first
time, though it should be underlined that not all manual processing will be
subject to the Directive’s requirements:  the test would appear to be two fold,
firstly is the filing system structured and secondly is the information contained
within that structured filing system accessible according to specific criteria?

The inclusion of manual files under data protection law will have little impact
on the many organisations which already run their business with fully
automated filing systems and have limited manual files (typically, only on
employees).  However, at the other end of the scale are organisations which
keep a large number of manual files in different departments, sometimes in
different countries, with no centralised records of such files being kept.

The cost of compliance with the requirements of the Directive will vary greatly
for these two extremes and only in the latter example should be an issue.  It
could be argued that in such cases, most of the changes necessitated by the
Directive are probably long overdue and should lead to more efficient file
management which, in the medium term, could result in significant savings in
terms of time and money.

To ensure cost effective compliance with this Article, Controllers should take
the following practical steps:

• conduct a data protection audit particularly if this is the first occasion
upon which data protection law will apply to an organisation's manual
files.  An example of a comprehensive questionnaire which could form
the basis of a data protection audit  is set out in Annex 2.  Though such
a comprehensive exercise will be necessary for larger and more
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complex organisations, smaller organisations may consider carrying
out a simple review of the data held in manual filing systems.

This exercise is an essential first step to compliance with the Directive
and should give the Controller an overall picture of data flows within
the organisation.

• Manual files.  All electronically held personal data comes within the
Directive.  Manual files will only be covered where they allow easy
access to personal data.  For this reason, Controllers should conduct a
review of all manual files containing personal data and consider
whether they are covered by the Directive.  The opportunity should be
taken to remove and destroy obsolete files and documents.
Consideration should be given to future policy regarding manual files,
for example: whether such files need to be maintained and if so,
whether they should be transferred to another medium.  Organisations
could also consider the introduction of a gradual timetable for the
transfer of manual files to an automated medium.

• Guidelines.  Where manual files need to be retained, guidelines for
employees should be drawn up on how to manage such files in the
future.  Such guidelines could, for example:

- explain the status of manual files under data protection law;

- establish file "housekeeping" principles e.g., what information
should be maintained on the files, and for how long;

- explain and introduce the "data quality principles" in
accordance with Article 6, underlining that they must apply to
all data collected and put in filing systems;
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- explain and introduce security measures in line with Article 17;

- explain data subjects' rights of access under Article 12;

- introduce procedures for responding to requests from data
subjects for rectification, erasure or blocking of data which are
incomplete, inaccurate or stored in a way incompatible with the
Controller's legitimate purposes.

3.3 Applicable national law - Article 4

3.3.1 Scope

Under the Directive, Controllers are subject to the law of the Member State
where they are established (Article 4.1).  Where a Controller is established in a
number of Member States, the law of each of those Member States will apply
to the Controller established in that territory.  Where a Controller is not
established in any Member State, the national law of a Member State may
apply by virtue of public international law (Article 4.1(b)).  Controllers not
established in any Member State will be subject to Member State law where
they make use of equipment, automated or otherwise, situated on the territory
of a Member State unless the equipment is used only for the purposes of transit
through the territory of the Member State (Article 4.1(c)).  In this latter case,
the Controller must designate a representative established in the territory of
that Member State though this will be without prejudice to any legal action
which may be taken against the Controller personally (Article 4.2).  Recital 18
explains what law is applicable when a Controller is established in one
Member State but causes processing to be carried out in another Member
State.  The law of the original Member State will apply to such processing.
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Figure 1: Operation of Article 4
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3.3.2 Operational requirements

• Organisations must identify the Member States in which they have
Controllers.

• Where a Controller is established in a third country, and equipment is
used merely for the onward transit of the data, that is not sufficient of
itself to make the law of the Member State in which the equipment is
located applicable, but it does not absolve the Controller from
designating a representative established in that Member State.

• Organisations must decide whether the circumstances set out in Recital
18 apply to them.  That is, does the Controller established in one
Member State cause processing to be carried out in another.  If this is
so, the law of the first Member State will apply to the processing in the
second Member State.
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The implementation of the Directive will clarify the question of what law is
applicable as well as introducing a level of similarity in those laws.  This
should lead to cost savings.

However, the fact that Member States have a margin for manoeuvre in their
implementation of the Directive means that Controllers may need to familiarise
themselves with the laws in several Member States.

3.3.3 Compliance

To ensure cost effective compliance with this Article, Controllers should take
the following practical steps:

• Controllers should identify the Member States where they are
established and where they carry out processing.  They should monitor
the implementation of the Directive in those countries, paying
particular attention to those provisions which allow Member States
some discretion as to their implementation; and

• Controllers may consider applying the standards applicable in the
Member State with the highest standards to their processing in all
Member States.

3.4 Principles relating to data quality - Article 6

3.4.1 Scope
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The data quality principles in Article 6 are broadly derived from the Council of
Europe's Convention on Data Protection. The principles require that personal
data should be (Article 6.1):

(a) processed fairly and lawfully;

(b) collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes; and not further
processed in a way incompatible with those purposes;

(c) adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purposes for
which they are collected and/or further processed;

(d) accurate and where necessary kept up to date; every reasonable step
must be taken to ensure that data that are inaccurate or incomplete,
having regard to the purposes for which they were collected or for
which they are further processed, are erased or rectified;

(e) kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no
longer than is necessary for the purposes for which the data were
collected or for which they were further processed.

Under the Directive, it is the Controller who is charged with the responsibility
of ensuring that the data quality principles are complied with (Article 6.2).

3.4.2 Operational requirement

• Controllers must ensure that they comply with the five principles;
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• Controllers will have to familiarise themselves with the implementing
legislation on appropriate safeguards for historical, statistical or
scientific use of data under Article 6.1(b) and (e);

• Controllers will have to observe the principles relating to data quality
for manual filing systems as well as automated systems;

• Controllers must observe the principles relating to data quality
regardless of the fact that they have received no complaints from data
subjects.  These are absolute standards.

The five data quality principles are already familiar in most of the Member
States.  What is new however is that the principles are now mandatory in all
Member States, and that the obligation for ensuring compliance with the
principles rests on the Controller.  This means that the Controller must be
satisfied that any activities carried out for him by a Processor are done in
accordance with these principles.
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3.4.3 Compliance

To ensure cost effective compliance with this Article, Controllers should take
the following practical step:

• Controllers must review their processing contracts with third parties to
ensure that all processing complies with the data quality principles.  A
term must be incorporated in the relevant contract to this effect.  This
should be backed up by an indemnity clause.  A suitable clause should
contain all or some of the following elements:

"The Processor shall indemnify the Controller against all
costs (including legal costs), claims, damages, demands and
expenses arising directly or indirectly out of any breach of
Article 6 of the Directive which arises in connection with
[section x of the Data Protection Law]."

3.5 Criteria for making data processing legitimate - Article 7

3.5.1 Scope

Article 7 details the situations where personal data may be processed.
Personal data may not be processed if the processing does not fall within one
or more of the provisions of Article 7.
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3.5.2 Operational requirements

• Prior to processing, Controllers should first determine which section of
Article 7 is applicable.

Article 7 allows processing of personal data where one of a list of criteria are
satisfied.  For private sector organisations, these will frequently be Article 7(a)
(consent) and Article 7(b) (performance of a contract) or in some cases, Article
7(f) (legitimate interests of Controller), with Article 7(d) (vital interests of data
subject) and 7(e) (public interest) being applicable in very limited
circumstances.  The processing carried out by public sector organisations may
fall within Articles 7(c) (Controller's legal obligation), (d) and (e).

3.5.3 Compliance

To ensure cost effective compliance with this Article, Controllers should take
the following practical steps:

• Controllers will need to become familiar with the sub-sections of
Article 7 prior to carrying out any processing, and will have to take a
legally reasoned view as to the section of Article 7 that legitimises that
processing.  Where technically possible, data should be "marked" with
the relevant section of Article 7.  Where this proves difficult for
historic data, organisations should consider marking new data.

• More specifically, Controllers will need to take the following steps in
relation to the individual sections of Article 7:
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- Article 7(a), ensure that the data subject's consent has been
properly acquired.  This may for example require changes to
the Article 10 Notice (see below);

- Article 7(b), identify the contract being relied upon;

- Article 7(c), identify the legal obligation which forms the basis
of the processing;

- Article 7(d), identify the vital interests of the data subject and
on what basis the processing is necessary;

- Article 7(e), identify the official authority and in each case
ensure the processing is necessary;

- Article 7(f), identify the legitimate interests, ensure that the
fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject are not
overridden and ensure that all processing is necessary.
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3.6 The processing of special categories of data - Article 8

3.6.1 Scope

Article 8.1 prohibits the processing of “sensitive data” i.e., data revealing the
racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs,
trade union membership, health or sex life of individuals.  The Article also lays
down the exceptions to this general prohibition (Article 8.2).  These are:

(a) where the data subject has given his explicit consent to the processing
of those data; or

(b) where processing is necessary for the purposes of employment law in
so far as it is authorised by national law which provides adequate
safeguards; or

(c) where the data subject is physically or legally incapable of giving his
consent and where the processing is necessary to protect the vital
interests of the data subject or of another person; or

(d) where processing is carried out by a foundation, association or any
other non-profit-seeking body with a political, philosophical, religious
or trade-union aim, in the course of its legitimate activities, with
appropriate guarantees, and on condition that the processing relates
solely to the members of the body or to persons who have regular
contact with it in connection with its purposes and that the data are not
disclosed to a third party without the consent of the data subjects; or

(e) the processing relates to data which are/have been made public by the
data subject; or
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(f) where the processing is necessary for the establishment, exercise or
defence of legal claims.

Other exceptions include:

• health purposes (Article 8.3).  Where processing of the data is required
for the purposes of preventive medicine, medical diagnosis, the
provision of care or treatment or the management of health-care
services, provided that the data are processed by a health professional
subject to national law or rules established by national competent
bodies with the obligation of professional secrecy or by another person
also subject to an equivalent obligation of secrecy;

• public interest (Article 8.4).  Member States may lay down additional
exemptions based on substantial public interest subject to the provision
of suitable safeguards.  Examples of the type of exemptions envisaged
here are given in Recital 34.  Such exemptions relate to benefits and
services in respect of health insurance, scientific research and
government statistics;

• data relating to offences, criminal convictions or security measures
(Article 8.5).  Such data may be processed only by or under the control
of official authority.  This is subject to derogations which may be
granted by the Member State under national provisions providing
suitable specific safeguards.  However, a complete register of criminal
convictions may be kept only under the control of official authority;

• Member States may provide that data relating to administrative
sanctions or judgements in civil cases shall also be processed under the
control of official authority (Article 8.6).
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Article 8.7 requires a Member State to determine the conditions under which a
national identification number or any other identifier of general application may
be processed.

3.6.2 Operational requirements

• Controllers will have to become familiar with the concept of “sensitive
data”;

• Controllers must analyse their data and decide whether any item falls
within the special categories set out in paragraph 1 of Article 8;

• if this is the case, Controllers must then examine whether any of the
exemptions provided for in the Article applies to each item of sensitive
data;

• Controllers must ensure that they fulfil all of the requirements of the
relevant exemptions;

• if the medical or healthcare exemptions are to be relied upon,
Controllers should review contracts of employment and contracts with
independent contractors to ensure that they contain equivalent
confidentiality clauses to those imposed on health professionals.

• Controllers must verify whether they obtained the data subject's
consent in the prescribed manner;

• Controllers must check whether it is forbidden by national law to
process such data notwithstanding consent.
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Article 8 prohibits the processing of sensitive data subject to various
exceptions.

3.6.3 Compliance

This provision should not have a major impact as many Controllers do not
collect sensitive data in the ordinary course of their businesses.  However,
Controllers should be aware that they could have a limited amount of sensitive
data on some files and in particular on employee files which may include, for
example, information on employees' health, racial origin and membership of
trade unions.  Further, care should be taken where the information held may be
sufficient to reveal3 sensitive data.  For example, an individual's name and
place of birth, information commonly held on employee files, may reveal ethnic
or racial origin.

In most cases, the processing of sensitive information regarding employees will
not prove problematic as it is covered by one of the exceptions to the general
rule including where the data subject has given his unambiguous consent
(Article 8.2(a)).  To ensure compliance with the Directive,
employer/Controllers should ensure that they have the employee's consent.  To
this end, a suitable clause should be inserted in the contract of employment.
Other exceptions of interest to employers are: Article 8.2(c) which applies
where the data subject is physically or legally incapable of giving his consent
and would appear to cover situations such as medical emergencies; and Article
8.2(b) which covers data required for employment law purposes.

Some data users, in particular those in the public sector such as health care
providers and local authorities, process sensitive information as part of their

                                               

3Article 8 states that Member States shall prohibit the processing of personal data revealing racial or
ethnic origin, etc.
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everyday business.  In such cases, the processing will usually be permitted
under Article 8.2(a) or (c), or Article 8.3 (health purposes).

Private sector bodies such as insurance companies will find themselves
particularly affected by the operation of Article 8.5 which severely limits the
processing that can take place in respect of criminal convictions.  Only if
Member States have chosen to include derogations under specific safeguards
may such processing occur.

To ensure cost effective compliance with this Article, Controllers should take
the following practical steps:

• Controllers should familiarise themselves with the concept of "sensitive
data" and consider whether any of the data which they process falls
within the definition;

• Controllers who do process sensitive data must become familiar with
the situations in which they may continue to do so as laid out in the
Directive or implementing legislation.  Controllers must ensure that
they fulfil all of the requirements of the relevant exemptions which will
in some cases be a complicated exercise;

• where Controllers are satisfied that their processing of sensitive data
comes within one of the exemptions, this fact should be "recorded" on
the data base if at all possible.  Where, for example, the Controller is
relying on Article 8.3, he should review contracts of employment and
contracts with independent contractors to ensure that they contain
equivalent confidentiality clauses to those imposed on health
professionals;
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• employer/Controllers should ensure that they have the employee's
consent to the processing of personal data.  To this end, a suitable
clause should be inserted in the contract of employment, for example:

"The Employee consents to the Employer processing his "personal
data" [as defined herein / in the employee handbook] for the
"purposes of his employment" [as defined herein / in the employee
handbook] with Z Limited".

3.7 Information to be given to the data subject - Article 10

3.7.1 Scope

There are two instances under the Directive where data must be given to the
data subject.  These are:

• on the collection of personal data from the data subject (Article 10);

• where the data has not been collected from the data subject (Article
11).

Under Article 10, the data subject must be informed of:

(a) the identity of the Controller and of his representative, if any;

(b) the purposes of the processing for which the data are intended.
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Other information that must be given to the data subject where necessary "to
guarantee fair processing" includes (Article 7.1(c)):

• the recipients or categories of recipients of the data;

• whether replies to the questions are obligatory or voluntary, as well as
the possible consequences of failure to reply;

• the existence of the right of access to and the right to rectify the data
concerning him.
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3.7.2 Operational requirements

3.7.2.1 General comments

• Controllers have to distinguish between instances of data
collected from the data subject and data collected from another
source;

• Controllers now have to decide whether data subjects already
know the information rather than that they ought to know the
information or could reasonably be expected to know the
information.

3.7.2.2 Operational steps

• Consider which further information is required and consider
whether this information is necessary to guarantee fair
processing and re-design forms accordingly;

• identify which information is voluntary and which information
is obligatory and re-design forms accordingly;

• review all data protection notices (e.g., "fair collection notice"),
and re-draft wording;

• Controllers will have to ensure that all data processing carried
out under Article 10 is properly recorded.
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Informing data subjects in accordance with Article 10 on the collection of data
from the data subject should not be onerous because of the direct link with the
data subject at this time.

The information can be given orally (including over the telephone), or written
in a special notice.  In some cases more than one medium of communication
may have to be used to satisfy the Directive's requirements - for example, a
"flash" notice on Direct Response Television may have to be followed up at a
later time by further oral or written information.  However it is done, as a
general rule, the information should be given to the data subject as early as
possible in the relationship and preferably at the first point of contact.  This
could be, for example, where a bank customer first opens an account or where
a patient first registers with a doctor.

Whether the information is given orally or in a special written notice,
Controllers will have to make use of a suitable script or statement.  As many
Controllers already use such scripts or written statements in compliance with
existing law in the Member States, this should not be an onerous requirement.
In most cases, it will be enough to review and reformulate the wording of the
information to ensure that it covers all the information required under the
Directive.

In the case of employees, the necessary information could be contained in the
employment contract.  Alternatively, the information could be contained in the
job application form or in the employee handbook.

It should be borne in mind that not providing sufficient information when the
information is being collected from the data subject may require further
information to be given to the data subject at a later stage (see Article 11).  It
must be emphasised that the failure to give sufficient information at the time of
collection could have serious consequences for the organisation.  Firstly, the
value of the information collected may be greatly reduced.  The information
may be unusable for the purposes for which it was originally collected and
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therefore business plans of the organisation may be jeopardised.  Secondly, if a
further data protection notice has to be given, a mailing to all individuals on a
database is an extremely costly exercise.  For this reason, the initial Controller
should consult with possible recipients of the data regarding exactly what
information should be given to the data subjects at the time of first collection.
Because of the existence of the requirements for the Article 11 notice, the
Article 10 notice assumes a much greater importance since an effective Article
10 notice may render an Article 11 notice redundant.

3.7.3 Compliance

To ensure cost effective compliance with this Article, Controllers should take
the following practical steps:

• Controllers will have to adopt the necessary technical and/or
administrative means to distinguish between instances of data collected
from the data subject and data collected from another source;

• Controllers will have to take a view as to whether data subjects already
have the information - the fact that they ought to have the information
or could reasonably be expected to have the information does not
exempt Controllers from compliance;

• Controllers will have to review all data protection notices to ensure that
they contain the information specified in Article 10 including:

- the identity of the Controller and his representative, if any;

- the purposes of the processing for which the data are intended;
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- further information such as:

- the recipients or categories of recipients of the data;

- whether replies to the questions are obligatory or
voluntary, as well as the possible consequences of
failure to reply;

- the existence of the right of access to and the right to
rectify the data concerning him.

- consider which further information is required and
consider whether this information is necessary to
guarantee fair processing and re-design forms
accordingly.  This could be the case, for example,
where the personal data is to be disclosed  or processed
in a manner which would not be immediately apparent
to the data subject - although individuals would not
expect to be told that the data will be disclosed to and
processed by the Controller's employees if the data are
to be sold on for commercial purposes, this fact should
be mentioned at the time of collection of the data and
the data subject given the opportunity to object.

The following paragraphs provide a sample of the type of information that
should be included in an Article 10 Notice4:

                                               

4Additional information may be required where data is to be transferred to third countries - see Sections
3.18 and 3.19.
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"XYZ Limited will hold the information you have given on this
application form for administering your account, credit risk
assessment and marketing.  Your information will be disclosed to
employees of these departments.  We may pass your information to
carefully selected organisations who may contact you by mail or by
telephone with offers of goods or services.  If you do not wish your
information to be used for marketing purposes, please tick this box €.
You may apply for a copy of the information that we hold about you
and you have the right to have any inaccuracies corrected.

PART A

You must give the information required in Part A of this form to
enable us to provide you with the goods or services you have
requested.

PART B

In order to provide you with the best possible service, we would be
grateful if you would answer the questions set out in Part B of this
form.  However, feel free to ignore any question that you do not wish
to answer.

• Controllers will have to ensure that all data processing carried out
under Article 10 is properly recorded.

• Controllers should ensure that their contracts with employees contain
the appropriate Notice.  The following paragraph gives a sample clause
for inclusion in the employment contract:

"XYZ Limited maintains and processes personal data relating to its
employees for the purposes of employment administration and
pensions administration.  The data are obtained from the employee
directly, from the [tax authorities], the [social security body] and
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other statutory and public bodies.  The data will be disclosed to
employees and agents of XYZ Limited for the purposes stated.  You
have rights of access and rectification in relation to your personal
data.  Contact the Personnel Department for further information".

• Controllers should consider whether personal data is to be passed to
third parties.  If so, Controllers should consider whether they can
provide the information required by Article 11 in the Article 10 notice
so that there is no need for the second recipient of the information to
provide the Article 11 notice.  This will ensure substantial cost savings
for second recipients and, so long as data subjects have all the
information they require to be fully informed, there is no detriment to
data subjects in combining the Article 11 notice with the Article 10
notice.  Of course, this can only be done if the disclosures to the second
recipients are in the contemplation of the Controller at the time when
the personal data is collected.

3.8 Information where the data have not been obtained from the data subject

Article 11

3.8.1 Scope

Article 11 covers the situation where the data were not obtained from the data
subject.  Article 11(1) provides that the data subject must be informed either at
the time the data are recorded, or if disclosure to a third party is envisaged, no
later than the time when the data are first disclosed to that third party as to:

(a) the identity of the Controller and/or his representative, if any;

(b) the purposes of the processing.
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Other information that must be given to the data subject where necessary "to
guarantee fair processing" includes (Article 11.1(c)):

• the categories of data concerned;

• the recipients or categories of recipients; and

• the existence of the right of access to and the right to rectify the data
concerning him.

Under Article 11(2), there is an exception from the duty to inform the data
subject on recording or disclosure, in particular for processing for statistical
purposes or for the purposes of historical or scientific research, where the
provision of such information proves impossible, or would involve a
disproportionate effort, or if the recording or disclosure is expressly provided
for by law.  Member States are required to provide appropriate safeguards in
these cases.

3.8.2 Operational requirements

• Controllers should identify the sources from which data are obtained to
enable them to consider whether an Article 11 or an Article 10 notice
applies;
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• Controllers should consider the medium of the information and how the
fair collection notice will be presented;

• Controllers should decide whether their activities fall under Article
11(2) and on what basis.  Do their activities involve an impossibility or
disproportionate effort?

• some of the implications of Article 11 for Controllers may not be
immediately obvious:

- where a Controller collects data from a primary collector of
information, who has already informed the data subject of the
disclosure to that Controller, is the data subject held to already
have the relevant information, or does he need to be informed
again in order to comply with Article 11?  The answer to this
question would appear to be that there is no need for an Article
11 notice when the data subject is already aware of the
information that would be required under that provision in
particular, the identity of the new Controller;

- in accordance with the Article, the time by which an Article 11
notification must be given depends on the Controller
envisaging or not envisaging a disclosure of the data to a third
party.  If a disclosure to a third party was envisaged but no
such disclosure ever took place, is the processing of the data
still fair for those purposes which do not involve any third party
disclosure?  The answer to this question would appear to be
that processing continues to be fair as long as disclosure is
envisaged in the Article 10 notice.  This must be the purpose of
the processing operation.

Article 11 introduces a new requirement into the law of many Member States.
It requires that information must be given to the data subject:
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• where personal data which have not been obtained directly from the
data subject are recorded; or

• where personal data which have not been collected from the data
subject are disclosed to a third party, whether or not this disclosure
was envisaged when the data were first collected from the data subject.
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FIGURE 2: OPERATION OF ARTICLE 10 AND 11
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An important point for Controllers to take into account is that the data need not
be given when the data subject already has it.  This means that where
disclosure to a third party is envisaged at the time of collection of the
information from the data subject (the Article 10 situation) it may be possible
to give the necessary information covering a further foreseen disclosure at this
time.  This fact makes it of the utmost importance for the initial Controller to
consult with possible recipients of the data in order to decide exactly what
information should be disclosed to the data subject when the information is
being collected from him or her.  Whether or not this has been done will have
serious implications for the subsequent value of the data and for the costs of
the second Controller.  Controllers who obtain information from sources other
than the data subject should consider the contracts under which this
information is obtained and amend these contracts to reflect the new
requirements.  These contracts should deal with the question of informing data
subjects and should place the responsibility and the cost on the first Controller
as original collector of the personal data.

There is a minor difference in the requirements under Articles 10 and 11.  The
further information in Article 11 requires the categories of data intended to be
disclosed to the third party to be described when it is necessary to guarantee
fair processing.  It would appear that this is only required where parts only of
the data are to be transmitted to the third party and not the whole.

3.8.3 Compliance

To ensure cost effective compliance with this Article, Controllers should take
the following practical steps:

• as is the case with Article 10, it is important that Controllers have the
administrative and technical means to record properly the source of the
data i.e., whether it comes from the data subject (Article 10), or from
another source (Article 11);
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• where the information is not obtained from the data subject, the
Controller will have to consider whether the data subject needs to be
informed and when this should take place;

• Controllers will have to take a legally reasoned view as to whether data
subjects already have the information - the fact that they ought to have
the information or could reasonably be expected to have the
information does not exempt Controllers from compliance;

• Controllers should prepare a data protection notice for use in
connection with Article 11;

• Controllers should consider the contracts under which they obtain
information from parties other than the data subjects and amend these
contracts to reflect the new requirements.  These contracts should deal
with the question of informing data subjects.  This will have serious
implications for the value of the data;

• Controllers should decide whether some or all of their activities could
benefit from the exception established in Article 11.2 (disproportionate
effort).  Matters to be taken into consideration in considering
disproportionate effort could include the number of data subjects.
Controllers who operate databases which contain information on all
adults in a Member State must be able to avail themselves of the
argument that to contact the entire adult population by mail would
involve disproportionate effort.  Controllers should also be aware of the
appropriate safeguards that will be adopted by each Member State in
their implementation of the Directive.

3.9 Subject access - Article 12
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3.9.1. Scope

Under Article 12, Member States are required to give data subjects a right of
access to the following information "without constraint and at reasonable
intervals" (Article 12(a)):

• confirmation as to whether or not data relating to him are being
processed, the purpose of the processing, the categories of data
concerned, and the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the
data are disclosed;

• communication to him in an intelligible form of the data undergoing
processing and of any available information as to the source of the
data; and

• knowledge of the logic involved in any automatic processing of data
concerning him at least in the case of the automated decisions referred
to in Article 15(1).

The data subject also has a right to have data rectified, erased or blocked if the
processing is contrary to the provisions of the Directive and in particular where
the information is either incomplete or inaccurate (Article 12(b)).  Unless it
proves impossible or involves a disproportionate effort, third parties to whom
such data have been disclosed should be notified (Article 12(c)).

3.9.2 Operational requirements on Controllers

• Controllers will have to re-design their subject access procedures to
include the further information required by the Directive;
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• Controllers will have to either ensure that they are in a position to
notify third parties to whom the data have been disclosed of any
rectification, erasure or blocking or put procedures in place which
prove that this activity is impossible or adduce evidence that the effort
would be disproportionate;

• Controllers will need to begin recording their data sources and the
organisations to whom they have disclosed data;

• Controllers are required to communicate the data to the data subject in
an intelligible form;

• Controllers must be prepared to respond to data subject's requests for
information without excessive delay.

The law of many Member States already makes some provision for subject
access to personal data.  Despite this fact, such requests remain minimal
throughout the European Union and it is not expected that the Directive will
lead to a significant increase.

In the past some Controllers have taken the view that there was no point
putting proper subject access mechanisms in place because of the small
amount of requests.  However, in preparing for the implementation of the
Directive into national law, Controllers should pay particular attention to the
following points:

• the fact that subject access requests will now extend to manual files
could pose problems for Controllers holding large amounts of
information on manual files especially where such files are dispersed
throughout the Controller's organisation, in different departments and
indeed sometimes in different Member States.  In this context it should
also be noted that the possible exemption from certain provisions of the
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Directive for up to 12 years for manual files does not apply to subject
access; and

• the amount of information to which the data subject is entitled.  In
addition to accessing personal information, under the new law the data
subject must be given information concerning the purpose of the
processing, categories of data, recipients or categories of recipients and
the logic involved in any automated decision systems.

If proper mechanisms are not put in place, the costs of compliance in the
scenario outlined above (manual files dispersed throughout an organisation)
could soar.  These costs cannot be passed on to the data subject as the
Directive specifies that the information must be made available without
excessive expense.  Controllers could also find that they are unable to comply
with the stipulation that the information should be made available without
excessive delay.

Some Controllers may be worried by the prospect of having to provide
"knowledge of the logic" involved in automatic processing.  This may be of
particular concern to organisations supplying credit - some applicants may be
tempted to modify their credit applications accordingly.  However, Recital 41
to the Directive emphasises that the right to know must not adversely affect
intellectual property rights including trade secrets provided that this does not
result in the provision of no information whatsoever.  The techniques, and also
the criteria, used in automated decision making are likely to be covered by this
provision.  It should also be borne in mind that one of the exceptions to subject
access which a Member State can opt for is the prevention of criminal
offences.  This implies that in situations where providing knowledge of the
logic raises legitimate concerns, it should be sufficient that the Controller give
data subjects a broadly phrased response or, where the situation is covered by
a clear exemption, no response on this point at all.

The Directive states that data subjects have the right to obtain from the
Controller as appropriate the "rectification, erasure or blocking of data".  In this
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context, "blocking" means retaining the information but preventing it from
being processed further.  This is sometimes known as suppression. The fact
that some data is to be blocked can be "flagged" on the database.

Because of the very wide definition of processing in the Directive which
includes every activity from selection to destruction, Article 12 on the right of
access could have serious hidden cost consequences for Controllers since they
will have to grant subject access rights to data which has been archived.  There
are many reasons, including compliance with national law, why public and
private sector organisations should hold archived data for many years.
Because such information may not be of immediate relevance to the business
or public sector activities of the organisation, it may be archived and kept in a
format which is not immediately available to satisfy subject access requests
without at least some cost consequences.  These could include the cost of
operators' time in searching the index of the archive site in order to identify the
information, physical retrieval of the information from the archive site,
transport of the information from the archive site to a place where it can be
processed and, finally, the processing of the information in order to retrieve the
necessary information to satisfy a subject access request.  It can be seen that
when these activities are added together, the cost is sometimes quite high.

3.9.3 Compliance

To ensure cost effective compliance with this Article, Controllers should take
the following practical steps:

• Controllers will have to re-design their subject access procedures to
include the further information required by the Directive, namely; the
purposes of the processing, the categories of data concerned, the
recipients or categories of recipients to whom the data are disclosed,
information as to the source of the data and knowledge of the logic
involved in any automatic processing of data concerning the data
subject;
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• Controllers will have to either ensure that they are in a position to
notify third parties to whom the data have been disclosed of any
rectification, erasure or blocking or put procedures in place which
prove that this activity is impossible or adduce evidence that the effort
would be disproportionate;

• Controllers will need to begin recording their data sources.  Though the
Article only says "any available information as to the source of the
data", it may in time become the practice for Controllers to indicate
their sources of information;

• Controllers are required to communicate the data to the data subject in
an intelligible form;

• Controllers must be prepared to respond to data subject's requests for
information without excessive delay; and

• Controllers may consider fully automating their subject access
procedure.

3.10 The data subject's right to object - Article 14

3.10.1 Scope

Under Article 14, Member States must grant data subjects the right to object to
the lawful processing of personal data "on compelling legitimate grounds
relating to [their] particular situation" where the processing is carried out under
Article 7(e) or Article 7(f) (public interest and the legitimate interests of the
Controller) "save where otherwise provided by national legislation".   The
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processing may no longer involve the data where there is a "justified objection"
(Article 14(a)).  Member States must also grant data subjects:

• the right to object, on request and free of charge, to the processing of
personal data which the Controller anticipates being processed for the
purposes of direct marketing (Article 14(b), though some Member
States may grant data subjects the right to object in other cases as
well); or

• the right to be informed before personal data are disclosed for the first
time to third parties or used on their behalf for the purposes of direct
marketing  (Article 14(b)).

3.10.2 Operational requirements

• Although this Article is addressed to Member States, Controllers will
have to inspect the relevant implementing legislation and ensure that
they provide to data subjects the rights set out in this Article;

• Controllers will have to put procedures in place to suppress or block
data when requested so to do by data subjects;

• Although the final paragraph is addressed to Member States,
presumably, the measures mentioned will be enshrined in legislation
and Controllers will have a duty placed upon them to ensure that data
subjects are made aware of the existence of the rights referred to in the
first sub-paragraph of (b).

3.10.3 Compliance
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Although this Article is addressed to Member States, Controllers will have to
inspect the relevant implementing legislation and ensure that they provide data
subjects with the rights set out in this Article.  As a practical step, Controllers
will have to put procedures in place to suppress or block data when requested
so to do by data subjects.  However, the Controller must also have procedures
in place to ensure that such requests are "justified" where the Controller is
processing on legitimate grounds.

The suppression or blocking of data, at least for direct marketing purposes, will
not add any additional cost, at least for Controllers based in Member States
where requirements very similar to the Directive are already in place or where
self-regulation in the direct marketing industry already provides for such
suppression.
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3.11 Automated individual decisions - Article 15

3.11.1 Scope

Paragraph 1 of Article 15 prohibits automated decisions by granting the data
subject the right not to be subject to a decision which produces legal effects or
significantly affects him and which is based solely on automated processing of
data intended to evaluate certain of personal aspects such as performance at
work, creditworthiness, reliability and conduct etc.  The list of personal
attributes is not exhaustive.  Paragraph 2 lists exceptions to this general
principle.  These are where such a decision:

(a) is taken in the course of the entering into or performance of a contract,
provided the request for the entering into or the performance of the
contract, lodged by the data subject, has been satisfied or that there are
suitable measures to safeguard his legitimate interests, such as
arrangements allowing him to put his point of view; or

(b) is authorised by a law which also lays down measures to safeguard the
data subject's legitimate interests.

3.11.2 Operational requirements

• Controllers must review their business systems to identify those which
include entirely automated decision making;

• Controllers should consider whether to introduce a human element in
those which are entirely automated;
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• Controllers should put in place appeal procedures to allow individuals
to put their points of view;

• if certain automated decision making processes are to be authorised by
national law, Controllers should familiarise themselves with the
procedures required.

This Article prohibits decisions made solely by automated means.  It is enough
that there is some human input into the decision making process to take the
process outside the scope of the prohibition.  However, the human input must
be a real contribution to the decision making process.  It is not enough, for
example, that a human operator merely presses a button or rubber stamps what
is otherwise an automated decision.

The prohibition against automated decision making is not absolute.  The
Directive makes clear that it will not apply to situations where it is the data
subject who wishes to enter into a contract and either his request is accepted
or, where the request is rejected, there are suitable safeguards to satisfy his
legitimate interests, such as arrangements for letting him put across his point of
view.  This would appear to cover the situation where the data subject goes
into a retailer and applies to buy goods on credit.  If he is accepted as a good
credit risk following an automated credit check, then well and good, if not, he
must be able to put his views across.  The Directive is silent on how this
should be done.  However, there are existing examples which could be of use
in these circumstances.  For example, the data subject could be given the
telephone number of the credit checking agency so that if he has been turned
down for credit, he may telephone to find out why, and have the opportunity of
putting his point of view immediately.  The data subject may be asked in such
a telephone conversation to provide further information which could assist the
application for credit.  The commercial incentive on the credit grantor is always
to increase the numbers of individuals to whom he grants credit since this
increases his profit.  No retail organisation is in the business of turning down
reasonable applicants who wish to buy its goods or services.
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3.11.3 Compliance

To ensure cost effective compliance with this Article, Controllers should take
the following practical steps:

• Controllers must review their business systems to identify those which
include entirely automated decision making;

• Controllers should consider whether to introduce a human element in
those which are entirely automated;

• Controllers should train staff to deal with situations under Article 15(2)
where the data subject's request has not been accepted;

• Controllers could consider putting in place appeal procedures to allow
individuals to put their points of view;

• If certain automated decision making processes are to be authorised by
national law, Controllers should familiarise themselves with the
procedures required.
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3.12 Confidentiality of processing - Article 16

3.12.1 Scope

This Article provides that any person acting under the authority of the
Controller or of the Processor, including the Processor himself, who has access
to personal data, must not process them except on instructions from the
Controller, unless he is required to do so by law.

3.12.2 Operational requirements

• Controllers will have to specify the limits of the processing in the
written contracts that they use with Processors, agents or independent
contractors.  If this is not done, the Processor, agent or independent
contractor may require an indemnity from the Controller to cover the
risk of liability or they may refuse the appointment.

This Article is of importance to Processors as well as Controllers as it
underlines that Processors, their employees and agents must process personal
data only in accordance with the Controller's  instructions.  An exception is
where the processing is required by law.  This could be the case, for example,
where the processing is a necessary part of a criminal investigation.

3.12.3 Compliance

To ensure cost effective compliance with this Article, Processors and
Controllers should take the following practical steps:
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• processors should ensure that they have formal written instructions
from the Controller.  They must communicate these instructions to any
employees and agents who have access to the personal data being
processed.  Processors should consider restricting access to the data.
This could be done, for example, by the use of personal passwords;
and

• on the other hand, Controllers should take the opportunity to review
their contracts with Processors, agents or independent contractors.
These contracts should spell out the authority granted to such persons.
Where this is not done, the Processor, agent or independent contractor
may require an indemnity from the Controller to cover the risk of
liability or they may refuse the appointment.

A suitable clause could contain the following elements:

1. A Limited undertakes to be bound by the acknowledges that it
has been made fully aware of the provisions of [Member
State] Data Protection Law, hereinafter referred to as "Data
Protection Law", particularly sections xx and xx.  This
Agreement in its entirety is subject to such Data Protection
Law and these terms and provisions shall have the meanings
assigned to them in the Data Protection Law.

2. A Limited recognises that all [insert description of the relevant
data] (the "Data") Data is confidential in nature and therefore
in consideration for Data being communicated by B Limited
to A Limited, A Limited undertakes that unless prior written
consent is obtained:

(1) it shall process the Data disclosed to it exclusively for
the purposes reflected in Schedule 1 attached and for
no other purposes whatsoever;
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(2) it shall process the Data communicated to it strictly in
accordance with the specific instructions of B Limited;

(3) it will  not publish, disclose or divulge or disseminate
Data to any third party under any circumstances
whatever;

(4) it shall procure that each of its employees will be
informed of the confidential nature of the Data and
shall sign the Confidentiality Declaration attached as
Schedule 2 before being granted access to the Data,
and then shall handle the Data strictly on a need-to-
know basis.  Such Confidentiality Declaration shall
endure for the duration of this Agreement;

(5) it will take all technical and organisational measures
necessary in order to secure the confidentiality of the
Data.  To this end the requirements of Data
Protection Law shall be used as a minimum guideline
for such protective measures, provided however that A
Limited shall also undertake not to transmit in any
form or by any means whatsoever the Data outside its
usual place of business, and A Limited shall upon B
Limited's request immediately deliver to B Limited all
disks and the like in its possession, custody and
control, that include or relate to the Data and shall
not retain any copies thereof in any computer or
electronic retrieval system;

(6) it will, at B Limited's request, allow the data
protection officer nominated by B Limited, access to
the premises occupied by A Limited.  A Limited shall
provide such officer with information and
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documentation necessary for the performance of his
duties and shall furthermore follow his
recommendations if he suggests that measures be
taken to rectify technical and/or organisational
irregularities;

(7) it shall inform B Limited immediately of any suspicion
regarding a violation of Data security.  The security
representative of B Limited shall have the right to
conduct checks at the premises of A Limited in order
to satisfy itself of A Limited's adherence to this
Agreement.

3.13 Security of processing - Article 17

3.13.1 Scope

Article 17 imposes obligations on Controllers in respect of security of data
providing that the Controller must take appropriate measures to protect
personal data against accidental or unlawful destruction or accidental loss,
alteration, unauthorised disclosure or access, and against all other unlawful
forms of processing, in particular where the processing involves the
transmission of data over a network. Having regard to the state of the art and
cost, the measures taken must ensure a level of security appropriate to the risks
represented by the processing and the nature of the data that it is sought to
protect (Article 17.1).

The Article also requires Controllers to choose Processors who can provide
sufficient guarantees in terms of technical security measures and organisational
measures (Article 17.2).  Further, the processing carried out by a Processor
must be governed by a contract or legal act binding the Processor to the
Controller.  Such contract or legal act must provide that:
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• the Processor shall act only on instructions from the Controller;

• the obligations placed on the Controller are also incumbent on the
Processor (Article 17.3).

For evidential purposes, the parts of the contract or the legal act relating to data
protection and the requirements relating to the measures referred to in
paragraph 1 shall be in writing or in another equivalent form (Article 17.4).

3.13.2 Operational requirements

• Where the Controller intends to transmit data over a network, this
Article may impose an additional requirement on Controllers to
implement technical and organisational measures over and above what
would otherwise be required;

• Controllers must demonstrate that their security measures have been
chosen by reference to their appropriate nature;

• Controllers must choose Processors carefully and must draft contracts
to comply with all the new requirements in Article 17.  In addition,
paragraph 2 may require them to enforce such contracts.  Controllers
will have to develop closer relationships with Processors than is
currently the case.  Those who fall under the definition of Processor
must train their staff and re-organise their management structures to
take account of the greater risk they are assuming under the Directive.
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Under this Article, Controllers are obliged to take security measures to protect
personal data.  These security measures must be appropriate to the risks
represented by the processing and the nature of the data to be protected.

3.13.3 Compliance

The requirements of this Article largely reflect good information technology
management and for this reason, many Controllers will find that they already
comply.  For Controllers that are not already in this happy position, the
implementation of the Directive should be seen as an opportunity for a full
scale review of security measures.  All controllers should bear in mind that the
provision will also apply to manual files.

Controllers should ensure that employees dealing with personal data are aware
of the security provisions of the Directive.  This will involve training.
Controllers should also consider providing written guidelines to employees on
security issues.  These could cover, for example:

• the correct use and security of passwords;

• the importance of limiting access to personal data by, for example,
logging out of the system when the information is not in use or the
computer is not being attended by the authorised employee;

• the secure storage of manual files, printouts, computer diskettes;

• the operation of a clean desk policy;

• a general prohibition on removing personal data from office premises;
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• the proper disposal of confidential data by shredding, etc.

Staff should also be made aware of any special risks associated with their
particular activities.  For example, some retailers use screens displaying
customer information at points of sale - Controllers should instruct staff to
ensure that the display screen cannot be read by other customers.

Controllers must ensure that external processors also satisfy the requirements
of this Article.  To ensure that this is the case, the Controller should check and
evaluate all the flows of information to outside organisations (computer
bureau, other processors), as well as other companies in the same group, and
ensure that the existing arrangements contain the appropriate contractual
terms.  Controllers using networks must ensure that data is only transmitted
when the appropriate security measures are in place.

Controllers have a three year transitional period in order to bring their security
measures into line with the provisions of the Directive.  This three year period
also applies to manual records.

To ensure cost effective compliance with this Article, Processors and
Controllers should take the following practical steps:

• Controllers should check and evaluate all the flows of information to
outside organisations and ensure that the existing arrangements contain
the appropriate contractual terms;

• Controllers should ensure that employees dealing with personal data
are aware of the security provisions of the Directive, training staff
accordingly;
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• where the Controller intends to transmit data over a network, this
Article may in some circumstances impose an additional requirement
on Controllers to implement technical and organisational measures
over and above what would otherwise be required.  Although there is
no express mention of encryption in the Directive, in certain
circumstances this may be a requirement;

• Controllers must demonstrate that their security measures have been
chosen by reference to their appropriate nature.  Controllers must keep
the state of the art of security measures under review to ensure that
what was once appropriate continues to be so;

• Controllers must choose Processors carefully and must draft contracts
to comply with all the new requirements in Article 17.  In addition,
paragraph 2 may require them to enforce such contracts.  Controllers
will have to develop closer relationships with Processors than is
currently the case.  Those who fall under the definition of Processor
must train their staff and re-organise their management structures to
take account of the greater risk they are assuming under the Directive.

The clauses set out under paragraph 3.12.2 are relevant to this section as well.

3.14 Obligation to notify the supervisory authority - Article 18

3.14.1 Scope
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In compliance with Article 18, Member States must provide that the Controller
or his representative should notify the Supervisory Authority before carrying
out any wholly or partly automatic processing operation, or set of such
operations which are intended to serve a single purpose or several related
purposes.

Under Article 18.2, Member States may provide for simplification of or
exemption from the notification requirements where:

• the rights and freedoms of data subjects are unlikely to be adversely
affected by the processing;

• where Controllers in compliance with national law, are required to
appoint a personal data protection officer charged with ensuring
compliance and with keeping a register of processing operations;

• in the case of public registers (such as the electoral roll);

• processing operations referred to in Article 8.2(d) (voluntary and other
similar organisations).

3.14.2 Operational requirements
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• Controllers must identify all processing operations which are wholly or
partly automatic and comply with all notification requirements except
where an exemption is allowed;

• if a representative is required to be designated in a Member State in
which the Controller is not resident, the Controller must ensure that the
representative fulfils any local notification requirements if the
Controller itself has not done so;

• in the case of non-automatic processing operations, Controller must
identify which must be notified.

The notification requirement contained in this Article is not expected to be
burdensome to Controllers.  Indeed the implementation of this provision into
Member State law should result in a lightening of the existing notification
requirements in several Member States.

The general requirement to notify is subject to several important exceptions:

• where "the rights of data subjects are unlikely to be adversely
affected".  In such cases, Member States are given the option of
simplifying the notification requirements or exempting altogether from
the requirement to notify.  This provision may result in a large number
of bodies (including many small traders and manufacturing
companies), which do not process sensitive information being exempt
from notification in the Member States that use this option.  Charities
and other non-profit making organisations should take note that
processing of sensitive data may also be exempted in limited situations;

• manual files.  The requirement only applies to wholly or partially
automated processing.  With regard to manual files, Member States are
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given the option either of simplifying the notification requirements or
exempting such files altogether from the requirement to notify;

• the appointment of a data protection officer.  Again, Member States are
given the option either of simplification of the notification requirements
or outright exemption from notification requirements in cases where
the Controller appoints an independent data protection officer.  The
data protection officer would be responsible for ensuring both
compliance with national law within the Controller's organisation and
that the rights and freedoms of data subjects are not being adversely
affected by the processing operations.  Under the Directive, the data
protection  officer would also keep a register of processing operations
carried out in the Controller's organisation.

Processors should note that the requirement to notify only applies to
Controllers.

3.14.3 Compliance

To ensure cost effective compliance with this Article, Controllers should take
the following practical steps:

• Controllers must watch the implementation of this Article into Member
State law paying particular attention to the options chosen by the
Member State in question with regard to:

- notification requirements where "the rights of data subjects are
unlikely to be adversely affected" by the processing operations;
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- notification requirements concerning the processing of manual
files;

- notification requirements in cases where the Controller has
appointed a data protection officer.

• if a representative is required to be designated in a Member State in
which the Controller is not resident, the Controller must ensure that the
representative fulfils any local notification requirements if the
Controller itself has not done so.

3.15 Contents of notification - Article 19

3.15.1 Scope

This Article, which is addressed to the Member States, sets out the type of
information to be given in the notification by the Controller to the Supervisory
Authority:

(a) the name and address of the Controller and of his representative, if any;

(b) the purpose or purposes of the processing;

(c) a description of the category or categories of data subject and of the
data or categories of data relating to them;

(d) the recipients or categories of recipient to whom the data might be
disclosed;
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(e) proposed transfers of data to third countries;

(f) a general description allowing a preliminary assessment to be made of
the appropriateness of the measure to be taken pursuant to Article 17
to ensure security of processing.

Member States shall specify the procedures under which any change affecting
the information referred to in paragraph 1 must be notified to the Supervisory
Authority (Article 19.2).

3.15.2 Operational requirements

Controllers should prepare a general description of security measures relating
to the processing of the data;

Controllers that are required to register must provide the information stipulated
in this Article to the Supervisory Authority;

Controllers may be concerned by the requirement to give a description of
measures taken pursuant to Article 17 to secure security of processing as they
may rightly be concerned that their security could be compromised in some
way.  However, it would appear to be adequate fulfilment of this requirement
to provide a generalised statement concerning security.  Further, Controllers
should take comfort from the fact that the register of notifications that will be
kept by the Supervisory Authority and be open to public inspection will not
include the information concerning security.

3.15.3 Compliance
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To ensure cost effective compliance with this Article, Controllers should take
the following practical steps:

• prepare a general description of security measures relating to the
processing of the data.  This should contain all of the elements included
in the following paragraphs:

1.1 The Processor shall maintain state of the art security
measures to protect the integrity of information, make it
available in a timely manner, and prevent disclosure to
unauthorised parties.  The Processor shall notify the
Controller promptly of any breaches, whether realised or
potential.

1.2 Each party warrants to the other that it is properly registered
under the Data Protection Law in respect of any personal
data supplied or held under this agreement and shall keep
such registration current throughout its term, and shall notify
any changes to its registration to the other party.

1.3 Each party shall comply with the principles set out
in[appropriate standard].  Where communications
connections are implemented between the parties to provide
system access and/or to transmission of information, a
technical annex shall set out the security principles and
measures to be implemented by and between the parties to
ensure the security of the connection.

1.4 Detailed security measures to secure information being
processed by the parties are expected to include measure for
the security of:
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1.4.1 telecommunications systems, with particular emphasis
upon networking, remote access, Internet;

1.4.2 use of authentication systems including passwords,
tokens, biometrics;

1.4.3 methods for monitoring and reporting security
breaches and/or attempted security breaches;

1.4.4 disaster recovery, contingency planning and related
activities;

1.4.5 user and management awareness, education and
training in information security issues and matters
including requirements of the Data Protection law;

1.4.6 use of encryption for the purposes of authentication,
non-repudiation and preventing unauthorised
disclosure of information;

1.4.7 detection and removal of viruses or other malignant
computer codes or instructions.

3.16 Publicity of processing operations - Article 21

3.16.1 Scope
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Under Article 21.1, Member States are directed to take measures to ensure
that processing operations are publicised.  In particular, they should provide
that the Supervisory Authority keep a register of notified processing
operations.  This register is to contain at least the information listed in Article
19.1(a) - (e) (i.e., all information that must be provided on notification except
that relating to security measures), and should be open to inspection by any
person.

Member States are also directed to ensure that Controllers that are exempt
from notification provide at least the information referred to in Article 19.1(a)
to (e) to any person on request.  However, Member States may provide that
this provision does not apply to processing whose sole purpose is the keeping
of a register which according to laws or regulations is intended to provide
information to the public and which is open to consultation either by the public
in general or by any person who can provide proof of a legitimate interest.

3.16.2 Operational requirements

• Controllers must prepare statements of processing including proposed
transfers of data to third countries and a general description of the
security of processing.

• Presumably Controllers will be required to keep this statement up to
date and it may well be part of the annual audit activities of auditors to
a company to inspect the processing statement and to ensure that it
covers all the current activities of the organisation.

• Controllers must put in place a system for receipts of requests for
copies of the statement of processing so that these can be dealt with
centrally and sent out in a timely fashion.
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Under this Article, those Controllers that are not subject to the notification
requirements must prepare and make available the information specified in
Article 19.1 (a) - (e), in an appropriate form to any person upon request.   It
should be noted that the statement of security measures is not included under
this requirement.   Compliance with this requirement may also require some
employee training.

3.16.3 Compliance

To ensure cost effective compliance with this Article, Controllers should take
the following practical steps:

• Controllers must prepare statements of processing which must include
the information required under Article 19 (a) - (e);

• Controllers should train relevant employees in how to respond to
requests for information under this Article;

• Controllers will be required to keep this statement up to date and it
may well be part of the annual audit activities of the auditors of a
company to inspect the processing statement and to ensure that it
covers all the current activities of the organisation;

• Controllers must put in place a system for handling requests for copies
of the statement of processing so that these can be dealt with centrally
and sent out in a timely fashion.

Controllers should note that there is no provision in the Directive for payment
for a copy of the statement.
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3.17 Liability - Article 23

3.17.1 Scope

Member States must provide that any person, who has suffered damage as a
result of an unlawful processing operation or of any act incompatible with the
national provisions adopted pursuant to the Directive, is entitled to receive
compensation from the Controller for the damages suffered (Article 23.1).  The
Controller can be exempted from this liability, in whole or in part, if he can
prove that he is not responsible for the event giving rise to the damage (Article
23.2).

3.17.2 Operational requirements

Controllers may require their insurers to extend insurance coverage to include
this liability.  Under this Article, Controllers may have to provide compensation
to data subjects who suffer damage as a result of an unlawful processing
operation or an act that is incompatible with national law implementing the
Directive.  However, the Article goes on to provide that the Controller may be
exempted from this liability in whole or in part if he can prove that he is not
responsible for the event giving rise to the damage.

3.17.3 Compliance

To ensure cost effective compliance with this Article, Controllers should take
the following practical step:

• Controllers may require their insurers to extend insurance coverage to
include this liability;
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• Controllers should examine national law implementing this provision.

3.18 Transfer of information to third countries - Article 25

3.18.1 Scope

The basic principle laid down in the Article is that Member States must
provide that the transfer of personal data which are undergoing processing or
are intended for processing after transfer to a third country, may only take
place if that third country provides an adequate level of protection.  This must
be without prejudice to the provisions of the Directive, meaning that
processing in the third country must comply with data protection law in the
Member State from which the data is transferred (Article 25.1).

Article 25.2 provides a non-exhaustive list of the factors that should be taken
into account in assessing the adequacy of the level of protection in the third
country:

• all the circumstances surrounding a data transfer operation or set of
data transfer operations;

• the nature of the data;

• the purpose and duration of the proposed processing operation or
operations;

• the country of origin and country of final destination;
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• the rules of law, both general and sectoral, in force in the third country
in question;

• the professional rules and security measures which are complied with
in that country.

Under Article 25.3, Member States and the Commission shall inform each
other of cases where they consider that a third country does not ensure an
adequate level of protection.  Where the Commission makes this finding in
respect of a third country, Member States shall take the measures necessary to
prevent any transfer of data to that country (Article 25.4).  The Commission
shall enter into negotiations with the third country with a view to remedying the
situation at an appropriate time (Article 25.5).  The Commission may also
make a finding that a third country does provide an adequate level of protection
(Article 25.6) and in such cases, Member States should again take the
necessary measures to comply with the Commission’s findings.

3.18.2 Operational requirements

• Controllers must identify the third countries to which they transmit or
intend to transmit data undergoing processing or transmit personal data
which are intended for processing in such a third country.

Many factors have led to an increase in transfers of information, including
personal data, to third countries.  These include the global nature of many
businesses, the growth in telecommunications networks and the subsequent
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possibility of making use of processing facilities in other countries where input
costs are lower.  Where data which have been processed in a third country are
subsequently to be used within the EU, the processing will be covered by EU
law.

Controllers should be aware that once the Directive is in force, there could be
restrictions or even prohibitions on transferring data to some third countries.
This will be the case where, subject to various exceptions (see in this respect
Article 26), that third country is not seen as having "adequate" protection.

How will a Controller know whether the country to which he sends his data for
processing has an adequate level of protection?  According to the Directive, the
matters that have to be taken into account in making this assessment include:
the nature of the data; its purpose, duration etc.  Thus it is possible that a third
country may have an adequate level of protection for some processing
operations but not for others.  It is also possible that the Member States will
approach this problem in different ways.  At this stage, there appear to be at
least three options:

• the Controller himself takes the decision;

• the Controller takes the decision based on the guidance of the
Supervisory Authority; and

• the Controller must get the authorisation of the Supervisory Authority
prior to making any transfer.
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It is suggested that interested Controllers watch developments on this point at
national level5.

3.18.3 Compliance

To ensure cost effective compliance with this Article, Controllers should take
the following practical steps:

• Controllers must identify the third countries to which they transmit, or
intend to transmit, data undergoing processing or to which they
transmit personal data which are intended for processing, and conduct
enquiries as to whether these countries are seen as ensuring an
adequate level of protection.

3.19 Derogations from Article 25 - Article 26

3.19.1 Scope

Article 26 lists the situations in which a transfer or a set of transfers of personal
data to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of protection
within the meaning of Article 25.2 may take place.  These are:

(a) the data subject has given his consent unambiguously to the proposed
transfer; or

                                               

5See Annex 3 for the list of Supervisory Authorities in the Member States which can be contacted for
further guidance on this point.
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(b) the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the
data subject and the Controller or the implementation of precontractual
measures taken in response to the data subject's request; or

(c) the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a
contract concluded in the interest of the data subject between the
Controller and a third party; or

(d) the transfer is necessary or legally required on important public interest
grounds, or for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims;
or

(e) the transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data
subject; or

(f) the transfer is made from a register which according to laws or
regulations is intended to provide information to the public and which
is open to consultation either by the public in general or by any person
who can demonstrate legitimate interest, to the extent that the
conditions laid down in law for consultation are fulfilled in the
particular case.

Further, a Member State may authorise a transfer or a set of transfers of
personal data to a third country, which does not ensure an adequate level of
protection, where the Controller adduces adequate safeguards with respect to
the protection of the privacy and fundamental rights and freedoms of
individuals and as regards the exercise of the corresponding rights; such
safeguards may in particular result from appropriate contractual clauses
(Article 26.2).

Where the Commission decides, in accordance with the procedure referred to
in Article 31.2, that certain standard contractual clauses offer sufficient
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safeguards as required by paragraph 2, Member States shall take the necessary
measures to comply with the Commission's decision.

3.19.2 Operational requirements

• Controllers must carry out an audit to identify the third countries to
which they transfer or intend to transfer data;

• Controllers must inform themselves as to which countries provide an
adequate level of protection and which do not;

• in the case of transfers to non-compliant countries, Controllers must
ensure that their activities fall under one or more of the exemptions
provided for in paragraph 1 of Article 26;

• alternatively, Controllers may draft appropriate contractual clauses to
provide the safeguards required in paragraph 2;

• once the Commission has approved standard contractual clause
wording, Controllers would be well advised to adopt such standard
clauses;

• Controllers will be required to comply with national procedures in
connection with the evaluation of the level of protection, this might
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include notification of data transfers abroad and in some
circumstances, the obtaining of authorisations.

Where the third country does not have an "adequate level of protection", the
data may be transferred subject to the conditions laid down in Article 26.  It is
up to the Controller to ascertain that these conditions have been satisfied.

Some of the conditions will prove very useful.  They include:

• where the data subject has given his consent or the transfer is related to
the performance of a contract;

• where the Controller adduces adequate safeguards.

This first condition will apply to many processing operations carried out by
retail and financial institutions.  To satisfy the second condition, the Controller
will need to formulate appropriate contract conditions for inclusion in the
contract with the processor.  These should address such matters as:

• prohibitions on subsequent disclosure to others in third countries;

• minimum levels of security measures;

• require the return or verifiable destruction of data following the
relevant operations.

Approved standard clauses for this use may also be formulated by the
Commission in the future.
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3.19.3 Compliance

To ensure cost effective compliance with this Article, Controllers should take
the following practical steps:

• Controllers must carry out an audit to identify the third countries to
which they transfer or intend to transfer data;

• Controllers must inform themselves as to which countries provide an
adequate level of protection and which do not;

• in the case of transfers to non-compliant countries, Controllers must
ensure that their activities fall under one or more of the exemptions
provided for in paragraph 1 of Article 26;

• alternatively, Controllers may draft appropriate contractual clauses to
provide the safeguards required in paragraph 2;

• once the Commission has approved standard contractual clause
wording, Controllers would be well advised to adopt such standard
clauses.
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Annex 1

The Directive
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Annex 2

Model for a data protection audit
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ANNEX 2

DATA PROTECTION AUDIT

1. Purpose

The purpose of a data protection audit is to obtain as complete a picture as
possible of the structure of the information flows within an organisation so that the
correct compliance procedures can be put in place to ensure that the organisation
deals with personal data in accordance with data protection law, the general law
and best practice.

In small organisations nothing as complex as the following questionnaire needs to
be used, although the questions set out below might be helpful in prompting the
thinking of the person responsible for ensuring compliance with data protection
law.

However, in complex organisations, particularly groups of companies with many
devolved subsidiary companies or activities in dispersed locations, the procedure
set out in this annex is essential.

2. Organisation Chart

For complex organisations the first stage is to obtain (or produce if one does not
already exist) an organisational chart showing the operational, managerial and
departmental structure of the organisation together with the names and locations
of the personnel who have managerial or operational responsibility for information
within the organisation.
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3. Questionnaires

Data protection audit questionnaires should then be sent to each named individual
for completion or may be used as the basis for face to face interviews.

4. Analysis of information

Once all the questionnaires have been completed the organisation is in a position
to compile a complete diagram of the use of information within the organisation
which can then form the basis of a review of the organisation's compliance with
data protection law and other relevant law.

For complex organisations it is recommended that such audits are carried out
annually.

5. Suggested data protection audit questionnaire

Name: ...............................................................................................

Job Title: ...............................................................................................

Department: ...............................................................................................

Location: ...............................................................................................
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Collection

1. Does your department process personal data on:

individuals •

sole traders •

partnerships •

companies •

2. If so, who authorises the collection?

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

3. For what purposes is the information collected?

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................
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4. What information is collected?

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

5. How is the information collected?  Is it collected face to face with the individual or
at a distance?  If face to face is collection:

by interview •

in a retail outlet •

by attendance at an event or of function •

If collection occurs at a distance, is it:

an in-bound telephone call •

an out-bound telephone call •

via the Internet website •

a fax •
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In either case, is a paper format used such as an application form.  Please attach
examples.

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

6. From whom is the personal data collected:

individuals themselves •

third parties •

intermediaries, e.g list brokers

financial advisers, joint venture partners •

7. What form of data protection notice is given to individuals when the information is
collected?  Please attach copies.

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

8. How often is this notice reviewed or changed?

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................
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9. Who reviews or changes the notice?

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

Storage, Processing and Disclosure

10. Does your department store personal information?  If so, is the storage:

on computer •

in manual files •

both on computer and manually •

11. If storage of information is on computer, is this:

in-house •

by third parties •

12. If storage is on computer, where is it located?

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................
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13. What processing activities are carried out by your department?

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

14. Are any of your processing activities carried out by third parties?  If so, please list
them and describe the processes.

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

15. Who authorises these processing activities?

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

16. Who has authority to change, add or delete data?

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

17. Who has access to personal data?  Please list?
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within the organisation

outside the organisation

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

18. Who authorises such access?

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

19. Describe the manual filing storage system.

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

20. Do you consider that your department holds any sensitive data?  If so, please
describe the sensitive data and why it is held.

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................
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21. Do you disclose data to:

Other departments in the organisation •

Third parties outside the organisation •

22. In what countries are those people to whom you disclose the information (whether
inside the organisation or external) located?  Please list.

................................................................................................................

Subject access procedures

23. Please describe the procedures in your department for supplying information in
response to a subject access request.

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

24. What procedures exist in your department for suppression, blocking or correction
of personal information?

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

25. Who authorises these activities?

................................................................................................................
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................................................................................................................

Data quality

26. Who in your department has responsibility for reviewing personal data for
relevance, accuracy and keeping personal data up to date?  How often are these
activities carried out?

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

Security

27. Describe in outline the security procedures in operation in your department to
keep all information secure.  Please describe the physical, logical and technological
procedures used.

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................
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Destruction or archiving

28. How long is personal information kept in your department before being destroyed
or archived?

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

29. Who authorises destruction?

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

30. Who authorises archiving?

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

31. Please describe the archiving procedures in operation in your department.

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................
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32. Please give the location of your department's archived information.

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

33. In what format or on what medium is the archived information stored?

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................
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Training

34. Do the employees in your department receive training on data protection law and
other relevant law?  If so, who is responsible for carrying out the training?

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

35. Are refresher courses held?  If so, how often and who is directed to attend?

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

Future Business Requirements

36. Do you foresee in the next twelve months a change in any of the answers you have
given?  If so, please describe the changes.

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................
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Annex 3

List of supervisory authorities in the Member States6

                                               

6 Iceland and Norway are included in the list since they participate in the Article 29 Working Party.
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Anex 3

Contact Name Address Telephone/Fax

Austria

Frau Waltraut KOTSCHY

Bundeskanzleramt

Österreichische Datenschutzkommission

Ballhausplatz, 1

A-1014 WIEN

Tel:00 431531152679 georg.lechner@bka.gv.at

Belgium

Monsieur Paul THOMAS

Ministère de la Justice

Commission de la protection de la vie
privée

Rue de la Régence, 61

B-1000 BRUXELLES

Tel:00 3225427200 privacy@infoboard.be-paulthomas

www.privacy.fgov.be
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Denmark

Mr. Henrik WAABEN

Registertilsynet

Christians Brygge, 28-4

DK-1559 KOEBENHAVN V

Tel:00 4533143844 sekretareatet@regestertelsynet.dk

www.registertilsynet.dk

Finland

Mr Reijo AARNIO

Ministry of Justice

Office of the Data Protection Ombudsman

PO Box 170

FIN-00131 HELSINKI

Tel:00 358918251 reijoaarnio.om.ym.fi

www.tietosuoja.fi

France

Monsieur Jacques FAUVET

Com.Nat. de l'Informat. et des Libertés

Rue Saint Guillaume, 21

F-75340 PARIS CEDEX 7

Tel:00 33153732222 www.cnil.fr

Germany

Dr Joachim JACOB

Der Bundesbeauftragte für den
Datenschutz

Postfach 20 01 12

D-53131 BONN (Bad Godesberg)

Tel:00 49228819950 joachim-dr.jacob@bfd.bund400.de
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Greece

Mr. Constantin DAFERMOS

Ministry of Justice

96 Mesogion Avenue

G-11527 ATHENS

Tel:00 3017711019 No address

Iceland

Ms Sigrún
JÓHANNESDÓTTIR

Ministry of Justice

Data Protection Commission

Arnarhvoll

IS-150 REYKJAVIK

Tel:00 3545609010 sigrun.sigurgeirsdottir@dkm.stjr.is

Ireland

Mr. Fergus GLAVEY

Department of Justice

Irish Life Centre, Block 4

Talbot Street, 40

IRL-DUBLIN 1

Tel 00 35318748544 fergus-glavey@dataprivacy.irlgov.ie

Italy

Prof. Stefano RODOTA

Garante per la protezione dei dati
personali

Largo del Teatro Valle,6

I-00186 ROMA

Tel:00 396681861 No address
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Luxembourg

Monsieur René FABER

Commission à la Protection des Données

Nominatives

Ministère de la Justice

Boulevard Royal, 15

L-2934 LUXEMBOURG

Tel:00 352487180 No address

The Netherlands

Mr Peter HUSTINX

Registratiekamer

Prins Clauslaan 20

Postbus 93374

NL-2509 AJ's-GRAVENHAGE

Tel:00 31703811300 phu@registratiekamer.nl

Norway

Mr Georg APENES

Datatilsynet

The Data Inspectorate

P.B. 8177 Dep

N-0034 OSLO

Tel:00 4722421910 georg.apenes@datatilsynet.no

www.datatilsynet.no
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Portugal

Mr Joaqim de SEABRA LOPES

Com. Nac. de Protecçao de Dados
Pessoais Informat

Ave. 5 de Outubro, 202

P-1064 LISBOA

Tel: 00
35117952358

www.cnpdpi.pt

Spain

Mr Juan José MARTÍN-
CASALLO LÓPEZ

AGencia de Protección de Datos

Paseo de la Castellana, N41, 5a Planta

E-28046 MADRID

Tel:00 3413084017 agencia@ag-protecciondatos.es

www.ag-protecciondatos.es

Sweden

Mrs Anitha BONDESTAM

Datainspecktionen

Fleminggatan, 14

9th Floor

Box 8114

S-10420 STOCKHOLM

Tel:00 4686576100 anitha.bondestam@din.se

www.din.se
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United Kingdom

Mrs Elizabeth FRANCE

The Office of the Data Protection
Registrar

Water Lane

Wycliffe House

Wilmslow, Cheshire

UK-SK9 5AF

Tel:00
441625545745

data@wycliffe.demon.co.uk

www.open.gov.uk/dpr/dprhome.htm



Glossary

automatic processing non-manual collection, recording, organization,
storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval,
consultation, use, disclosure by transmission,
dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment
or combination, blocking, erasure or destruction of
data

blocking prevention of access to data except for legitimate
purposes

Commission the Commission of the European Communities

controller as defined in the Directive at Article 2 - the natural or
legal person, public authority, agency or any other
body which alone or jointly with others determines the
purposes and means of the processing of personal
data; where the purposes and means of processing are
determined by national or Community laws or
regulations, the controller or the specific criteria for
his nomination may be designated by national or
Community law

Council the Council of the European Communities

criterion of legitimacy the criteria listed in Article 7 of the Directive that must
be satisfied in order that personal data may be
processed

data protection notice a notice to be given to the data subject containing the
information required by Article 10 or Article 11 of the
Directive as appropriate

data protection officer an official that may be appointed by the controller, in
compliance with national law, to have the
responsibilities, inter alia, as listed in Article 18 (2) of
the Directive

data subject as defined in the Directive at Article 2 - an identified
or identifiable natural person (see "identifiable person"
below)

data subject's consent as defined in the Directive at Article 2 - any freely
given specific and informed indication of his wishes by
which the data subject signifies his agreement to
personal data relating to him being processed
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data user a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or
any other body which uses personal data for its own
purposes

direct marketing the advertising process by which a company
communicates directly with a customer or prospect in
order to stimulate an action; usually by mail,
telephone, couponed advertisement or leaflet

Direct Response Television
(or DRTV)

advertising through the medium of television which
invites a customer or prospect to respond with an
immediate action.  For example returning a coupon,
phoning for a brochure or ordering a product

encryption the scrambling of data during transmission to prevent
unauthorised access

flag to put a marker against a record in a computer system
in order to differentiate the subsequent treatment

identifiable person as defined in the Directive at Article 2 - an identifiable
person is one who can be identified, directly or
indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification
number or to one or more factors specific to his
physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or
social identity

implementing legislation national law that gives effect to Community Law

knowledge of the logic understanding of the criteria and the process by which
an automated decision is reached

manual data data held on paper files

mark see "flag"

personal data as defined in the Directive at Article 2 - any
information relating to an identified or identifiable
natural person ("data subject")

personal data filing system
(filing system)

as defined in the Directive at Article 2 - any structured
set of personal data which are accessible according to
specific criteria, whether centralized, decentralized or
dispersed on a functional or geographical basis
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processing of personal data
(processing)

as defined in the Directive at Article 2 - any operation
or set of operations which is performed upon personal
data, whether or not by automatic means, such as
collection, recording, organization, storage, adaptation
or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by
transmission, dissemination or otherwise making
available, alignment or combination, blocking, erasure
or destruction

processor as defined in the Directive at Article 2 - a natural or
legal person, public authority, agency or any other
body which processes personal data on behalf of the
controller

recipient as defined in the Directive at Article 2 - a natural or
legal person, public authority, agency or any other
body to whom data are disclosed, whether a third
party or not; however, authorities which may receive
data in the framework of a particular inquiry shall not
be regarded as recipients

register of notifications the register to be kept of all notifications made to a
supervisory authority in accordance with Articles 18
and 19 of the Directive

sensitive data data of a personal nature such as racial or ethnic
origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical
beliefs, trade-union membership, and concerning health
or sex life; referred to as "special categories of data" in
the Directive

subject access the data subject is conferred the right to obtain from
the controller certain information relating to the data
held and the processing of that data (Article 12 of the
Directive)

subsidiarity the principle by which each Member State has a degree
of flexibility and choice in the way in which it
implements Community legislation into national law

supervisory authority the public authority (one or more) within a Member
State responsible for monitoring the application within
its territory of the provisions adopted pursuant to the
Directive

third country countries other than the 15 Member States
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third party as defined in the Directive at Article 2 - any natural or
legal person, public authority, agency or any other
body other than the data subject, the controller, the
processor and the persons who, under the direct
authority of the controller or the processor, are
authorized to process the data
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